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MONDAY Following on from last week counting in 2’s , 5’s 
and 10’s.

What will you count in here? 
2’s, 5’s or 10’s?



MONDAY 



Fill in the missing numbers





MONDAY 
Watch the clip called Taking Flight

https://www.literacyshed.com/takingflight.html

Who is in the film?
List the characters 
•

•

•

•

How does Tony feel 
at the beginning of 
the story when they 
arrive at Grandad’s?

https://www.literacyshed.com/takingflight.html


MONDAY 

Remember your capital letters, finger spaces and full 
stops when writing sentences. 

What does Tony find in 
Grandad’s garage?

How is Grandad feeling in this 
image?





Phonics This week we are focusing on the 
sounds ‘ee’ and ‘igh’.

Remember the rhymes 
to help us-

Ee, ee see the tree
Igh, igh, bright light



Circle all the real words 
in the grid opposite.
How many can you find?

Write three of the words in 
sentences.

This is my sentence,

The bee was buzzing in the 
garden.





Read the sentence and trace over it, then have a go 
writing it on your own!
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TUESDAY
Did you know…

Multiplication is commutative?

This means we can swap the number round and the answer is 
the same!!

2 x 4 = 8
4 x 2 = 8

So if 2 x 6 = 12
Show me another way
__ x __ = 12



TUESDAY

Try these…

2 x 5 = ?

4 x ? = 8

7 x 2 = ?

5 x ? = 12





TUESDAY Think about adjectives we can use to 
describe Grandad and Tony.

Remember an adjective is a describing word.

old

young

tall

short

friendly

upset



TUESDAY Here is some examples of my sentences.
Remember your capital letters, finger spaces and 
full stops.

He is friendly and happy to see 
Tony. He has grey hair and is very 
tall.

Tony is small and has ginger hair, he is carrying his 
little blue teddy bear with him.





Phonics Read the story about Queen Dee and 
highlight any words with the ‘ee’ sound in.
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WEDNESDAY



WEDNESDAY

Fill in the missing numbers





WEDNESDAY
Watch the full clip again, this time we are going 
to sequence the images from the film.

Is Tony happy at 
the beginning of 
the film?
Why not?

What two types of 
transport does the 
cart turn into on 
their adventure?

What did Grandad 
and Tony have to do 
out of the plane?
Why?



WEDNESDAY
How was Grandad, Tony and Teddy feeling in the 
boat?

What animals did 
they see?

How was Dad and 
Tony feeling at 
the end of the 
film?
Why was Tony 
happy do you 
think?





Phonics





Read the sentence and trace over it, then have a go 
writing it on your own!
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THURSDAY

What do you notice about these answers?

10 x 2 = 20
10 x 3 = 30
10 x 4 = 40

Work out 5 x 10 =
6 x 10 =

Can you use the pattern to predict the next 
three answers?



THURSDAY

Remembering what we said earlier this week, Multiplication is 
commutative, which means we can swap the numbers and still 
get the same answer!
Using this complete the following number sentences.

5 x 10 = 50
_ x 5 = 50

7 x __ = 70
_ x __ = 70

3 x __ = __
_ x __ = __





THURSDAY Looking at verbs- a verb is a doing word.
How is Tony moving in these images?
Use the words to help you.

walking

sitting

climbing



THURSDAY 

running

jumping

flying





Phonics

Read the short story and highlight the ‘igh’ 
words.
Then use these words to write your own 
sentences. I found 6 words with ‘igh’ in.

Here’s my sentence using 
the word light

I went upstairs to 
my bedroom and 
turned on the light 
it was very bright.
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FRIDAY Counting in 5’s.
How many are there?



FRIDAY

What do you notice about the numbers when we count in 5’s?

Can you see the pattern?

That’s right all the numbers end in a 5 or 0.

Will I say the number 23 when counting in 5’s?

Why?





FRIDAY If you found an old cart where would you like to go 
and why?





Phonics
Read the story about the little boy called 
Dwight. 





Read the sentence and trace over it, then have a go 
writing it on your own!



PROJECT 
FOR THE 

WEEK 
Science –
This week we want you to make your own bug 
hotel using an empty bottle or carton.

Ask an adult for help to cut the bottle or carton 
in half.

Collect lots of sticks, twigs, bark and stones and
Anything else you can which bugs will like.

Then fill the bottle using the things you’ve 
collected and ensure they are tightly packed 
inside.

Then place somewhere in your garden and keep 
watching for bugs! 




